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Marketed in Europe, Mexico, Canada, Japan, Egypt, Australia, and South America as a Chrysler,
the Neon was offered in multiple versions and configurations over its production life, which
ended after the model year. The Neon nameplate was subsequently resurrected in for the Dodge
Neon, a rebadged variant of Fiat Tipo sedan for the Mexican market. The Neon nameplate first
appeared as a concept car in under the Dodge brand. Although radically styled and clearly not
production-ready featuring sliding suicide doors , the Neon concept resembled the future
production vehicle. The first generation Neon was introduced in January and manufactured until
August It was available as a four-door notchback sedan and a two-door notchback coupe. The
car was badged and sold as both a Dodge and a Plymouth in the United States and Canada ; in
Mexico was sold as Dodge and Chrysler, and in Europe, Australia and other export markets it
was sold as the Chrysler Neon. Pick any two. Neons had unconventional option availability,
including the lack of power windows in the rear doors. Certain color base-model Neons,
including red and black, had bumper covers molded in color rather than painted. These covers,
while textured and not as glossy as paint, absorbed scuffs and scrapes with less visible
damage. The mid-level Highline models in and used wheel covers with a bubble design. Paint
color choices became more subdued by the model years, as the majority of buyers opted for
more conventional tones. Later, the LX model was replaced by the LE with the updated model in
In Japan, only the sedan was offered. In Europe, the car was available with a 1. Europe received
one limited edition model, the CS that came only in Platinum paint. The ACR Neon, available
with the DOHC engine, featured four-wheel disc brakes, Arvin non-adjustable struts for â€”
models and Koni adjustable dampers for â€” models, thicker anti-sway bars, stiffer suspension
bushings, fast-ratio steering, heavy-duty wheel hubs, and a five-speed manual transmission
with a shorter. The ACR offers no badging to distinguish it from other Neon models; the only
visible differences are a bumper with fog light holes, but no fog lights and a lack of side
moldings. The name "ACR" was initially the internal ordering code for the "Competition
Package", as it was termed in dealer materials; however, as knowledge of the model spread, the
ACR name stuck. The backronym "American Club Racer" was coined due to its popularity with
club and grassroots racers. The "Stripe Delete" option was available from the factory, but with
no credit to the Neon's price. Sales of the second generation model started with the model year
and production ended with the model year. The second-generation Neon was only available as a
four-door sedan. In some global sales regions, including the U. The second generation was
more refined than the first-generation car. It was advertised that the second generation Neon
had over 1, refinements from the original generation. The first generation's frameless windows
were replaced with a full-framed door. Other NVH refinements were implemented. The new
interior and greater size increased weight. The last Plymouth Neon, which was also the last
Plymouth ever produced a silver four-door sedan , rolled off the assembly line on June 28,
Besides the 2. The 1. Originally, the second generation Neon featured a five-speed manual
transmission using the former ACR gear ratios to improve acceleration. However, this hurt gas
mileage and made the car noisier on the highway, and eventually, the original gear ratios were
restored. A four-speed automatic 41TE was offered in the Neon for the model year, and the
received an updated 40TE four-speed auto, replacing the earlier 3-speed 31TH. In Australia and
Canada, the Chrysler Neon was discontinued in The Neon was facelifted once again for with
large "crosseyed" headlights and crosshair grille to make it look more like a Dodge Caravan and
Dodge Stratus. The Chrysler Neon continued to be sold in Europe until In Brazil, the Neon was
marketed as a luxury mid-size sedan; for Mexico it was a competitor to the Ford Escort , and
sold as a Chrysler with either the 1. For the Dutch market, the Neon proved more successful
than for the rest of the Continent. Trim levels were 2. However, some grey import versions came
in from Mexico. This generation continued to be offered in Japan from to The Japanese version
was installed with a leather interior and was marketed as a small luxury car to Japanese
consumers. DaimlerChrysler discontinued the Neon, with the final cars assembled on
September 23, at the Belvidere Assembly plant in Belvidere, Illinois. Like the Neon, the Caliber
had an SRT-4 variant, but like the standard Caliber, it used a completely different engine. In
markets like Australia the Neon range was reduced to either 2. The first generation Neon earned
a "Poor" rating in an offset frontal Crash test conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety. The second generation Neon earned a higher "Marginal" rating. By comparison, the
Chevrolet Cavalier performed worse in the small car category in , the Neon's final year. No small
car made in this period, tested without side airbags, achieved better than a "Poor. In , the
Institute carried out side-impact tests on 14 small car models, simulating an impact with an
SUV. Among these, the Neon performed the worst. IIHS stated that the Neon had " This car is a
disaster The structure is poor Second generation headrests were rated as "Poor". Driver deaths
fatality risks statistics â€” published by the IIHS â€” rated the Neon and 15 other vehicles
among the "Highest rates of driver deaths. Released for the model year, around the same time

the Dodge Dart was expected to end production, there were reports that it would be sold in the
U. Plans to market the third-generation Neon vehicle north of Mexico were dropped following
General Motors and Ford each paring down their own passenger car lineups in the U. From
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and two generations of coupes were produced. Although the coupe shared the same name and
some styling cues, it was mechanically unrelated to the other Sebring models. The Sebring line
was introduced in with the Chrysler Sebring coupe. It was the replacement for the Chrysler
LeBaron coupe. In the convertible was introduced, replacing its LeBaron counterpart as well.
For , both body styles were redesigned and a sedan version was offered, replacing the Chrysler
Cirrus. The coupe was discontinued after with no replacement model planned. The redesigned
sedan was introduced for , and a convertible the following year. New options included all-wheel
drive on sedans and an available retractable metal top for the convertible. All Sebring models
were replaced by the Chrysler for the model year. The Chrysler Sebring was introduced as a
coupe for , and as a convertible in , both models replacing the Chrysler LeBaron convertible and
coupe. The convertible was built off the Chrysler JA platform also used for the Cirrus sedan,
while the coupe was based on the Mitsubishi Eclipse. The Chrysler Sebring was named after
Sebring, Florida , the site of the renowned endurance car race called the 12 Hours of Sebring.
The name was first used by Chrysler Corporation's Plymouth division trim line of the Satellite
mid-size coupe of the s. The first generation Sebring coupe was introduced in April , several
months after the related Dodge Avenger. Although the Sebring did not really offer true
"off-the-line" muscle, it did handle well over long, curvy roads, offering minimal body roll. LXi
models further benefited from rear sway bars, a slightly different tuned fully independent
suspension, along with inch wheels wrapped with Goodyear Eagle performance tires. Recorded
slalom speeds proved to be impressive for a car of its class, and were a result of Sebring's
4-wheel double wishbone suspension and variable speed rack and pinion steering; both of
which were key contributors to the car's road manners. The coupe version of the Sebring had
seating for five and was considered to be one of the larger, more roomy coupes on the market.
Trunk capacity was similar to that of many mid-size cars, capable of handling more than one set

of golf clubs. At the time of its introduction, the Sebring sported a crosshair grille, reminiscent
of the original Chrysler letter series. The grille was non-functional, with the lower half under the
bumper used for airflow intake in a " bottom breather " function. Although said to be built on a
stretched Eagle Talon platform which is not entirely untrue , it is more accurate to say that their
platform was based on the four-door Mitsubishi Galant platform. The Sebring underwent a
minor facelift for Its grille was replaced with a slightly larger black grid. The facelift also made
the Sebring the first car to use Chrysler's "wings" logo. The restyle also saw the addition of
ribbed lower body cladding and new wheel styles. Features offered on Sebring coupes included
4-wheel disc brakes with ABS, adaptive automatic transmissions and fully independent
suspensions, along with a host of power-operated features. The Sebring coupe received a 5-star
frontal safety rating, the highest rating possible. First-generation body style coupes continued
to be sold past the model year to select export markets. The Chrysler Sebring convertible was
launched in alongside the Sebring coupe, replacing the LeBaron convertible. The convertible
didn't share any sheet metal with the coupe and was instead based on the Chrysler Cirrus
sedan. Consequently, both the Cirrus and Sebring convertible were sold in Europe as the
Stratus. All Stratus convertibles were sourced from Mexico. The Chrysler Stratus convertible
was actually available in Mexico, but the sedan version was not. The Sebring convertible was
sold alongside the Chrysler Stratus convertible in Mexico. In Mexico, a turbocharged 2. The
Sebring name was then used on three different cars for the coupe was based on the Mitsubishi
Eclipse , while the sedan and convertible were Chrysler JR platform successors to the Chrysler
Cirrus. The Chrysler Sebring had received minor tweaks to its front-end: a redesigned grille,
reworked headlights, and a Chrysler winged emblem placed in the center on the rear deck;
furthermore, after the Chrysler Sebring sedan had seen a mild cycle refresh, the company
discontinued the Chrysler Sebring coupe after the model year. Exclusive for the Cirrus was the
availability of Chrysler's turbocharged 2. The Cirrus available as a sedan, and convertible body
styles. Models with this engine are identified with a "High Output" badge on the back of the
vehicle. Also unique to the Cirrus was the number of trim levels; the sedan was offered in two
while the convertible was only offered in one. All were equipped with an automatic
transmission. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gives the â€” Sebring an Acceptable
overall rating in frontal crash tests. For , the Sebring Convertible was redesigned. It now closely
resembled the sedan , though it still differed greatly from it and the coupe. The front fascia and
most of the interior were the only features that these cars had in common. Many interior and
exterior components were carried over from the first-generation car, though the body shell
underneath is significantly different. The Sebring received minor styling revisions mostly the
appearance of the nose for the model year. A redesigned Sebring Coupe was introduced for the
model year, based on the third-generation Mitsubishi Eclipse. Like the previous generation, the
coupe shared very little in common with the sedan or the convertible, other than the name and a
few exterior styling cues to help market all three vehicles together as one model. The Sebring
Coupe received a minor facelift for , and was discontinued after the model-year. The redesigned
Chrysler Sebring convertible was considered the replacement for the Sebring coupe. Chrysler
also manufactured export versions of the Sebring sedan and convertible for the mainland
European market. The rear bumper has a larger recess for the longer European-size license
plates, and two rear fog-lamps are fitted; one on each side of the license plate. The LHD
headlamps incorporate Euro-type H4 bulbs, together with three-way up and down beam-level
adjustment via a dash-mounted switch to the left of the steering wheel. Engine ranges offered
were the 2. The 2. The odometer and trip meter are in kilometers. As the Sebring sedan and
convertible were made in left-hand drive only, they were not sold in the UK and Ireland. Chrysler
UK did, however, import 50 convertibles with the 2. Being non-standard in Chrysler's UK range
at the time though, no more were imported. Lack of a diesel engine and right-hand drive
availability prevented this Sebring from being a true pan-European model unlike other Chryslers
such as the Chrysler M, PT Cruiser, and Voyager. In addition, the model was dropped from
Chrysler's lineup in some countries, notably France, before production ended in In France, the
three domestic car-makers PSA-Peugeot, Citroen, and Renault dominate the new car market,
which meant very low sales of the Sebring there. As a result, the sedan was only imported by
Chrysler France in and The and facelifted â€” year models were not. The convertible was only
sold until The and models were likewise not imported. Despite not being available in the UK and
Ireland, some Sebring convertibles have been bought in from the U. Some Euro-spec models
have also been privately imported, mostly from Germany. The sedan is much rarer in the UK
though; a few EU models have been imported, but most are likely to be North American
'grey-imports'. After some minor modifications the vehicle was renamed the Volga Siber. The
Sebring was replaced with a new model based on the JS platform for the model year. Since no
convertible was offered, the Sebring convertible was left to fill the void, remaining in

showrooms and on the company's website until the model's release. The third-generation
Sebring borrowed many styling cues from the Chrysler Airflite concept. It also has several
Chrysler-signature styling cues, several of which were borrowed from the Chrysler Crossfire.
The Sebring sedan and convertible were also sold in right-hand drive through Chrysler's UK
and Ireland dealer network. Export vehicles will be offered with a 2. In addition, the Limited
received the 2. Also for , the rear badge placements were modified. For the model year, the hood
was redesigned, eliminating the longitudinal grooves. For the model year, the Sebring
convertible was redesigned with hood strakes recalling the Chrysler Crossfire. The new
convertible body style debuted at the Los Angeles International Auto Show as an early model.
The new convertible offered both a retractable hardtop and soft tops, with the Sebring's roofs
manufactured by Karmann. A vinyl top came on the base LX model, a cloth roof on the Touring
and Limited models with the option of a retractable metal top. The convertible top retracts into
the trunk with a power tonneau cover and a luggage protector for the top. The top can also be
retracted with the remote keyless entry, meaning the top can be stowed without being inside the
car or starting the engine. The LX model included a new 2. Unlike the Sebring sedan, the
convertible was not available in all-wheel drive. BBDC in Beijing. Chrysler introduced this
generation Sebring in the European markets including right-hand drive markets as their first
competitor in the D-segment. It received a generally unfavorable reception from European
motoring journalists. The Chrysler Sebring was extensively refreshed in , but was rebadged as
the Chrysler The JS platform and bodyshell had been retained, but there were extensive
cosmetic and powertrain changes to the vehicle. The name change helped distance the vehicle
from the Sebring's reputation for quality issues and fleet pervasiveness. From Wikipedia, the
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